
vdiscovery is a nationwide provider of proprietary and best-in-breed solutions in computer forensics, document review, and data 
management for corporations and law firms. Our expert consultants, responsive service, custom software development, and mastery 
of leading technologies serve our clients’ needs, and theirs, with a scope of quality unparalleled in today’s market.

10 East 39th Street, Floor 6, New York, NY 10016
Tel: 212.220.6111 | marketing@vdiscovery.com

Data Forensics
Our consultants are highly trained to offer discovery 
strategies that save money and increase efficiency. 
Advanced technologies, best practices, and a common 
sense approach.

Hosting & Review
vdiscovery uses early case assessment tools and proprietary 
methods to rapidly identify and streamline large categories of 
documents for review and production. Because we process and 
host locally, we can immediately load your data for review.

Document Production
Our project managers will work with you to arrange, sort, and 
categorically identify documents as responsive, privileged, and 
non-responsive.

vdiscovery develops proprietary tools and quality-control 
integrations that offer intelligent solutions at all phases of 
discovery and beyond.

OUR SERVICES

PROPRIETARY SOLUTIONS

Custom Solutions

We independently develop and 
customize software solutions to 
meet our clients’ case and data 
needs. Our focus on customization, 
innovative technologies, and next-
level service ensures our clients the 
evidence and facts they need, when 
they need them.

Best in Service

vdiscovery has been a Relativity 
Premium Hosting Partner since 
2009 with numerous certifications 
including “Best in Service” since 
2016. We are recognized as a 
Relativity Development Partner for 
our BatchGuru toolkit developed on 
Relativity’s API.

Expert Consultants

vdiscovery’s consultants know
the importance of managing costs 
and identifying options early.
Our consulting team is comprised 
of experts with years of experience 
navigating the complexities
of electronic discovery.

Custom Data Culling
We adhere to strict protocols to ensure evidence defensibility. 
Our experienced team includes EnCase-certified (EnCE) experts 
who collect, preserve, and investigate your data. The vdiscovery 
team can even testify to defensible process as needed.

Consulting Services
vdiscovery’s data centers maintain the highest level of security 
to ensure that your data is safeguarded and accessible at 
all times. vdiscovery has been a Premium Relativity Hosting 
Partner since 2009.

Paper Discovery
Since 1973 vdiscovery has offered fast and accurate scanning, 
photocopying, printing, and file preparation from all sources.

VECA Integration Helper

BatchGuru QC Tools

TrialPrep Manager Data Parsing
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DATA CULLING REINVENTED, BY VDISCOVERY.

Contextualize
Metadata is loaded much more quickly than full documents,
instantly graphed and charted to allow for bulk tagging.

Collaborate
Sift data transparently with your client, IT personnel, or
knowledge managers to make clear decisions, quickly.

vdiscovery enhances its Relativity hosting with 
the BatchGuru tool collection, enabling users to 
easily perform technical tasks that are usually time 
consuming and often reserved for tech support 
teams. BatchGuru is a collection of tools that 
extends Relativity’s functionality.

THE ONLY TOOL OF ITS KIND FOR CULLING FORENSIC IMAGES

POWERFUL FEATURES

Attorneys whose clients face large disputes or investigations are too often caught between the ‘rock’ of the 
client’s litigation budget, and the ‘hard place’ of their own duty to counsel a defensible data preservation 
under the FRCP. Choosing one at the expense of the other could upset the client, harm the case, or do both.

Cut Costs
Promote only the files you need for full review, leave
the junk behind - pay one low price per device.

Customize
Familiar Relativity workspace populated with useful
widgets customized to the needs of your matter.
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